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Articles are ?pleasant? enough but we need a real debate

	(Re: Front Porch Perspective, August 2)

As a resident of the town of Aurora, and I believe I speak for a lot of my neighbours, I believe that it is important to vote for and

elect a mayor that truly shares a vision that the majority of citizens support.

We need to understand the 

incumbent candidates' views and how they voted on key decisions that have been made (candidates who are currently on Council). 

And to get new candidates' point of view to see who has the vision for the future that most of us want, is important to know before

we vote.

While the articles in this publication on the candidates have been very pleasant, and you are quoting the candidates websites which

are all very pleasant as well, I have noticed that they all sound the same.

In this regard, it would be great for Aurora media to take charge and run a REAL debate that residents can attend so that we can

truly understand where the candidates stand on the key points that have made it to council chambers and which will continue next

term:  mitigating traffic congestion, thoughts on home density and height restrictions, more development vs more parks and

greenspace, sporting fields, development on the Oak Ridges moraine, snow removal, public transit (GO, YRT and impact it has on

us) etc.

While the Library and the Chamber of Commerce puts on events where we hear very pleasant five minute speeches, they really end

up sounding the same just like the articles we are reading in this publication.

Sport Aurora, who is supported financial by the Town, runs a debate of sorts but they seem to me to be in a conflict of interest with

potential bias to the candidate they believe will continue their financial support.

Like the Toronto election, recent provincial elections and other municipalities, where an unbiased organization like a media outlet

(TV station, newspaper publication) runs it, I think that Aurora is now big enough that we really need a true debate so that all

Aurorans can make a better and more informed decision vs just voting for a name we might recognize without truly understanding

where they stand.

Would The Auroran take up this request?

Maybe there could be opportunity where Aurorans can submit questions so that the paper can take up the top 5-10 issues and run this

as a true debate where each candidate can answer to the issue and then candidates have then the opportunity to respond and actually

debate on what the other candidates said, like in a true debate.

Michelle Boyer

Aurora
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